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(57) ABSTRACT 

The aspects of the present invention provide a magnetic 
recording head, a method for manufacturing a magnetic 
recording head, and a magnetic recording head drive. The 
magnetic recording head includes a Substrate and a first mag 
netic device connected to the Substrate. The magnetic record 
ing head also includes a second magnetic device connected to 
the first magnetic device. The first magnetic device is aligned 
with the second magnetic device. The first and second mag 
netic devices are supported by the same side of the substrate. 
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B-DIRECTIONAL MAGNETC RECORDING 
HEAD BUILT ON A COMMON SUBSTRATE 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application is a continuation of U.S. applica 
tion Ser. No. 1 1/389,901 filed Mar. 27, 2006. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002 1. Field of the Invention 
0003. The present invention relates generally to a mag 
netic recording head and a method for manufacturing a mag 
netic recording head. Still more particularly, the present 
invention relates to a bi-directional magnetic recording head 
built on a single substrate and a method for building the 
bi-directional magnetic recording head built on a single Sub 
Strate. 
0004 2. Background Art 
0005. Thin film linear tape heads are typically made with 
two arrays of devices, with each array capable of both reading 
and writing data. Typically, around eight or sixteen devices 
exist in a single array. Each array is physically built on a 
separate Substrate, and then positioned with respect to each 
other to form the finished magnetic recording head. This 
positioning allows for the data written by one array to be read 
immediately after by the other array. As such, the alignment 
of devices between the two arrays of devices is critical. Each 
device in the write array corresponds to a device in the read 
array. Improperly aligned arrays can result in corrupted data 
written on the magnetic recording head or the inability to read 
back the written data. The problem is magnified as the size of 
each individual device on the array decreases to accommo 
date Smaller bit sizes, and hence increased capacity, on the 
tape. The increased alignment precision can Substantially 
increase the cost and difficulty of processing magnetic 
recording heads. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0006. The aspects of the present invention provide a mag 
netic recording head, a method for manufacturing a magnetic 
recording head, and a magnetic recording head drive. The 
magnetic recording head includes a Substrate and a first mag 
netic device connected to the substrate. 
0007. The magnetic recording head also includes a second 
magnetic device connected to the first magnetic device. 
0008. The first magnetic device is aligned with the second 
magnetic device. The first and second magnetic devices are 
supported by the same side of the substrate. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0009 FIG. 1 The novel features believed characteristic of 
the invention are set forth in the appended claims. The inven 
tion itself, however, as well as a preferred mode ofuse, further 
objectives and advantages thereof, will best be understood by 
reference to the following detailed description of an illustra 
tive embodiment when read in conjunction with the accom 
panying drawings, wherein: 
0010 FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a magnetic record 
ing head drive in which an illustrative embodiment of the 
present invention may be implemented; 
0011 FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of a conventional 
multi-track magnetic recording head; 
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0012 FIG. 3 illustrates a tape bearing view of a conven 
tional magnetic recording head with two arrays of read-write 
devices; 
0013 FIG. 4 is a sectional, exploded view of a read-write 
device, which may be used within an illustrative embodiment 
of the present invention; 
0014 FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram illustrating the com 
ponents of a conventional read-write device as seen from the 
tape bearing Surface, which may be used within an illustrative 
embodiment of the present invention; 
0015 FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram illustrating an alter 
native example of the components for a conventional read 
write device, which may be used within an illustrative 
embodiment of the present invention; 
0016 FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram of a bidirectional 
magnetic recording head built on a common Substrate, in 
accordance with an illustrative embodiment of the present 
invention; 
0017 FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram for an alternative 
embodimentofa bi-directional magnetic recording headbuilt 
on a common Substrate, in accordance with an illustrative 
embodiment of the present invention; 
0018 FIG. 9 illustrates a top-view arrangement of a bi 
directional magnetic recording head, in accordance with an 
illustrative embodiment of the present invention; 
0019 FIG.10 is a schematic diagram illustrating the archi 
tecture of a bi-directional magnetic recording head, in accor 
dance with an illustrative embodiment of the present inven 
tion; and 
0020 FIG. 11 is a flowchart for the process of manufac 
turing a bi-directional magnetic recording head, in accor 
dance with an illustrative embodiment of the present inven 
tion. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT(S) 

0021 FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a magnetic record 
ing head drive in which an illustrative embodiment of the 
present invention may be implemented. Magnetic recording 
head drive 100 includes recording media 110, reels 120 and 
122, guide rollers 130, 132, 134, and 136, and magnetic 
recording head 140. Recording media 110 is a magnetically 
coated plastic strip on which data is written. Recording media 
110 is wound on reels 120 and 122. Reels 120 and 122 
facilitate recording media 110 to move from one reel to 
another. In the illustrative example, recording media 110 
travels in a clockwise direction around reels 120 and 122, 
thereby moving from reel 120 to reel 122. Guide rollers 130, 
132,134, and 136 direct the movement of recording media IiO 
between reels 120 and 122 and over magnetic recording head 
140. 
0022 Magnetic recording head 140 typically includes 
several modules mechanically assembled together. Each 
module is composed of a single level array of read, write, 
read-write, or a combination of read and write devices builton 
a ceramic Substrate. The ceramic Substrate is typically made 
from aluminum titanium carbide (AITiC). The inductive 
write devices in magnetic recording head 140 generate a 
magnetic flux bubble that causes a signal to be imprinted on 
the magnetic material on recording media 110. The imprinted 
signal is data written onto recording media 110. When the 
magnetoresistive read sensor passes over the imprinted sig 
nal, the resistance of the sensor changes. By running a small 
current through the read device and measuring the Voltage 
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variation, the read device is able to interpret the data recorded 
on recording media 110 and transmit the data in an appropri 
ate form to a user. 
0023 The aspects of the present invention may also be 
implemented in a reel-to-reel magnetic recording head, a 
Video tape, or any device utilizing a magnetic recording 
media. Additionally, the aspects of the present invention are 
not limited to the illustrative example. Many modifications 
and variations will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the 
art. 

0024 FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of a conventional 
multi-track magnetic recording head array. Read-write 
devices 200 through 207 are devices that may be found on 
magnetic recording head 140 of FIG. 1. Read-write devices 
200 through 207 are the conventional schematic symbols for 
a read-write device. Read-write devices 200 through 207 are 
often referred to as merged pole devices. A device can be a 
read device that only reads data, a write device that only 
writes data, or a read-write device that both reads and writes 
data. In the illustrative example, devices 200 through 207 are 
read-write devices. 
0025 Read-write devices 200 through 207 form a single 
linear array or module on a magnetic recording head. Each 
array is builtona single Substrate. The devices on the array are 
not limited to the illustrated example. Devices 200 through 
207 may be all read devices, all write devices, all read-write 
devices, or any combination thereof. In the illustrative 
example, devices 200 through 207 are all read-write devices. 
0026. In the perspective shown, a magnetically coated 
recording media (not shown) travels in direction 210. In other 
words, a recording media travels above read-write devices 
200 through 207. The perspective shown is commonly 
referred to as a tape bearing Surface view. 
0027 Tracks 220 through 227 are created or read by read 
write devices 200 through 207 respectively. The location of 
tracks 220 through 227 relative to read-write devices 200 
through 207 depends on the function that read-write devices 
200 through 207 adopt. In the illustrative example, read-write 
devices 200 through 207 functions in write mode. Thus, the 
recording media travels across read-write devices 200 
through 207 as tracks 220 through 227 are created. If, for 
example, read-write devices 200 through 207 are functioning 
in read mode, then tracks 220 through 227 on the recording 
media would exist prior to and after traveling across read 
write devices 200 through 207. 
0028 Read-write devices 200 through 207 each create an 
individual corresponding track. For example, in the illustra 
tive example, read-write device 200 writes data onto the 
recording media and creates track 220. Additionally, read 
write device 201 writes data onto recording media 210 and 
creates parallel track 221. Track 221 is adjacent to track 220. 
The same process of writing and creating a track occurs for 
read-write devices 202 through 207. If, on the other hand, 
read-write devices 200 through 207 are functioning in read 
mode, then read-write devices 200 through 207 would read 
data on tracks 220 through 227 respectively. 
0029 Conventional recording devices, such as magnetic 
recording head drive 100 of FIG. 1, usually include two or 
more arrays of read-write devices that are mechanically glued 
together. Each array of devices is connected to a separate 
Substrate. The use of two or more arrays gives magnetic 
recording head drive 100 the capability to read as the record 
ing media moves either forwards, or in direction 210, or 
backwards, or in a direction opposite to direction 210. 
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0030 FIG. 3 illustrates a tape bearing view of a conven 
tional magnetic recording head with two arrays of read-write 
devices. Magnetic recording head 300 may be implemented 
as magnetic recording head 140 of FIG. 1. 
0031 Magnetic recording head 300 includes arrays 310 
and 320. Arrays 310 and 320 are each built on a separate 
Substrate and are mechanically glued together to form mag 
netic recording head 300. Each array 310 and 320 contains 
five read-write devices. Array 310 has readwrite devices 311 
through 315, and array 320 has read-write devices 321 
through 325. Read-write devices 311 through 315 and 321 
through 325 are similar to read-write devices 200 through 207 
of FIG. 2. In other examples, devices 311 through 315 and 
321 and 325 can also be read only devices, write only devices, 
or any combination thereof. 
0032 Recording media 330 travels across magnetic 
recording head 300. In the illustrative example, read, write 
devices 311 through 315 write data onto recording media 330 
and create corresponding tracks 341 through 345 as a result of 
writing data onto recording media 330. 
0033 Read-write devices 321 through 325 read the data 
created by read-write devices 311 through 315In other words, 
read devices 321 through 325 read the data written onto tracks 
341 through 345 by read-write devices 311 through 315. In an 
alternative example, read-write devices 321 through 325 can 
also write data onto recording media 330 and create a sepa 
rate, additional track onto recording media 330. 
0034. In the illustrative example, recording media 330 can 
travel forwards or backwards across magnetic recording head 
300, as illustrated by direction 350. Therefore, read-write 
devices 311 through 315 can read the same tracks, in this case 
tracks 341 through 345, which read-write device 311 through 
315 themselves created. Read-write device 311 through 315 
can also read the tracks created by read-write device 321 
through 325. Likewise, read-write device 321 through 325 
can read the tracks, 341 through 345, created by read-write 
devices 311 through 315 as well as the tracks created by 
themselves. 
0035 FIG. 4 is a sectional, exploded view of a read-write 
device, which may be used within an illustrative embodiment 
of the present invention. The illustrative example is modified 
for clarity and is not drawn to scale. Read-write device 400 
can be implemented as read-write devices 200 through 207 of 
FIG 2. 

0036. In the illustrative example, read-write device 400 
includes write component 410 and read component 420. 
Write component 410 contains shared shield 411, top pole 
412, conductive coil 413, gap 414, and insulation layer 415. 
In an alternative embodiment where read-write device 400 is 
only a write device, shared shield 411 is identified as a bottom 
pole. However, in this example, shared shield 411 is shared by 
both write component 410 and read component 420. 
0037 Shared shield 411, top pole 412, and conductive coil 
413 forman electromagnet in write component 410. A current 
in coil 413 induces flux in poles 411 and 412. The flux 
produces a field at gap 414. As a recording media moves 
across recording media contact surface 430 in recording 
media direction 440, the field produced by the current in coil 
413 produces magnetization fields on the recording media. 
The magnetization fields result in data being written onto the 
recording media. 
0038 Poles 411 and 412 are typically constructed of a 
magnetically permeable alloy or an amorphous mixture, 
which is made from at least one of the following elements: 
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cobalt or iron. Coil 413 is a conductor that is insulated from 
poles 411 and 412 by insulation layer 415. Coil 413 may be 
made from a copper material. Insulation layer 415 is built 
from layers of hard baked photoresist with a layer of alumina 
againstone of poles 411 or 412. The alumina also extends into 
gap 414. 
0039. In the illustrative example, read component 420 
includes a magnetoresistive sensor. Such as sensor 421. Sen 
sor 421 is separated from bottom shield 410 and shared shield 
411 by insulating alumina gaps 422 and 423. As a recording 
media travels over recording media contact surface 430 in 
recording media direction 440, the magnetic fields on the 
recording media cause magnetoresistive sensor 421 to change 
resistance and enable the data stored on the recording media 
to be read. 
0040. In the illustrative example, read-write device 400 is 

built upon substrate 450 and capped with insulating overcoat 
460. Substrate 450 is constructed from a ceramic with good 
wear properties. Such as aluminum titanium carbide (AITiC), 
and coated with insulating alumina underlayer 470. Overcoat 
460 is a thick aluminum oxide (alumina) film. 
0041 Read-write device 400 is not limited to the illustra 
tive example. One of ordinary skill in the art will recognize a 
wide variety of construction for read-write device 400 that 
does not deviate from the spirit and scope of the aspects of 
the present invention. For example, various other materials, 
geometries, and orientations may be used for write compo 
nent 410 and read component 420. 
0.042 FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram illustrating the com 
ponents of a conventional read-write device as seen from the 
tape bearing Surface, which may be used within an illustrative 
embodiment of the present invention. The components of 
read-write device 500 are similar to the components of read 
write device 400 described in FIG. 4. 

0043 Read-write device 500 includes substrate 502, 
underlayer 510, bottom shield 520, gap 530, magnetoresistive 
sensor 540, gap 550, shared shield 560, write gap 570, top 
pole 580, and overcoat 590. Substrate 502 is a thin ceramic 
wafer, usually made from aluminum titanium carbide (Al 
TiC), which forms the base of read-write device 500. Insulat 
ing underlayer 510 is an aluminum oxide (alumina) base layer 
that read-write device 500 is built upon. Bottom shield 520 
limits the amount of recording media that magnetoresistive 
sensor 540 reads. Bottom shield 520 is made from a magnetic 
material. Such as cobalt Zirconium tantalum (CZT), nickel 
iron (NiFe), or iron nitride (FEN). Insulating gap separates 
bottom shield 520 from magnetoresistive sensor 540. Insu 
lating gap 530 is similar to insulating gaps 422 and 423 of 
FIG. 4 and is made of thin alumina films. Magnetoresistive 
sensor 540, similar to sensor 421 of FIG.4, is a magnetic read 
sensor used to read data for a particular track on the recording 
media. Insulating gap 550 separates magnetoresistive sensor 
540 from shared shield 560 and is made from thin alumina 
films. 

0044 Shared shield 560, like bottom shield 520, limits the 
amount of recording media that magnetoresistive sensor 540 
reads. Shared shield 560 serves as a component for both the 
write and read elements of read-write device 500. Shared 
shield 560 combines the bottom pole of a write element and 
the top shield of the read element. Write gap 570 defines the 
space between the bottom pole and top pole of a write ele 
ment. In the illustrative example, write gap 570 defines the 
space between shared shield 560 and top pole 580. Write gap 
570 is a non-magnetic spacer. In these examples, write gap 
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570 is made from layers of alumina and titanium. Top pole 
580 is one pole of the magnetic field created by a write 
element. Overcoat 590 caps read-write device 500. Overcoat 
590 is similar to overcoat 460 of FIG. 4. 
0045 FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram illustrating an alter 
native example of the components for a conventional read 
write device, which may be used within an illustrative 
embodiment of the present invention. Readwrite device 600 is 
similar to read-write device 500 of FIG. 5, except that the read 
and write elements of read-write device 600 are interchanged 
from the read and write elements of read-write device 500 of 
FIG.S. 

0046 Read-write device 600 includes substrate 602, 
underlayer 610, bottom pole 620, write gap 630, shared shield 
640, gap 650, magnetoresistive sensor 660, gap 670, top 
shield 680, and overcoat 690. Substrate 602 is a thin ceramic 
wafer that forms the base of read-write device 600. Insulating 
underlayer 610 is an aluminum oxide (alumina) base layer 
that read-write device 600 built upon. Bottom pole 620 is one 
pole of the magnetic field created by the write element. Write 
gap 630 separates shared shield 640 from bottom pole 620. 
Shared shield 640 serves as a component for both the write 
and read elements of read-write device 600. In the illustrative 
example, shared shield 640 combines the top pole of the write 
element and the bottom shield of the read element. Insulating 
gap 650 separates magnetoresistive sensor 660 from shared 
shield 640. Insulating gap 670 separates top shield 680 from 
magnetoresistive sensor 660. Top shield 680 is a component 
of the read element and connects to overcoat 690. 
0047 FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram of a tape bearing 
Surface view of a bi-directional magnetic recording head built 
on a common Substrate, in, accordance with an illustrative 
embodiment of the present invention. Magnetic recording 
head 700 includes substrate 705 and device arrays 710 and 
720. In a conventional magnetic recording head. Such as 
magnetic recording head 300 of FIG. 3, a separate substrate 
would exist for each device array, 710 and 720. Thus, in a 
conventional magnetic recording head, device array 710 
would be built upon a single substrate, and a device array 720 
would be built upon another substrate. However, in the 
aspects of the present invention, both device arrays 710 and 
720 are built upon a single substrate, such as substrate 705. 
Additionally, the aspects of the present invention provide that 
device arrays 710 and 720 are supported by the same side of 
Substrate 705. 

0048. In the illustrative embodiment, each device array 
710 and 720 includes five read-write devices. Device array 
710 includes read-write devices 711 through 715, and device 
array 720 includes read-write device 721 through 725. Read 
write devices 711 through 715 and device array 720 through 
725 are a combination device that can both read and write. 

0049. In the illustrative embodiment device arrays 710 and 
720 are built on substrate 705. Device array 710 is manufac 
tured and supported upon device array 720. In use, however, 
arrays 710 and 720 are in the same plane as the tape bearing 
Surface. 
0050 Read-write devices 721 through 725 are positioned 
and aligned with respect to corresponding read-write devices 
711 through 715. Read-write devices 721 through 725 may be 
positioned either directly under or offset of read-write devices 
711 through 715. In the illustrative embodiment, read-write 
device 721 is positioned directly under and aligned with 
corresponding read-write device 711. However, in alternative 
embodiments, read-write device 721 may be offset and posi 
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tioned to the right or left of read-write device 711. Read-write 
devices 721 through 725 are aligned with read-rite devices 
711 through 715 using thin film processing techniques. 
0051. In the perspective shown in the illustrative embodi 
ment, a magnetically coated recording media (not shown) 
travels in comparative direction 730. Comparative direction 
730 is the direction that magnetically coated recording media 
travels relative to position or direction of travel of magnetic 
recording head 700. The recording media travels over sub 
strate 705 and device arrays 710 and 720. In other embodi 
ments, magnetically coated recording media can travel in the 
opposite direction of comparative direction 730 or at other 
angles relative to comparative direction 730. The direction of 
travel depends on the functionality of device arrays 710 and 
720. 

0052 Magnetic recording head 700 is bi-directional, 
thereby allowing magnetic recording head 700 to both read 
and write data on the recording media in two directions. Thus, 
in the illustrative embodiment, magnetic recording head 700 
can read and write data in either direction 730 or opposite to 
direction 730. 

0053 Additionally, device arrays 710 and 720 can operate 
either in read mode or write mode. Thus, in one situation, 
device array 710 can function in read mode while device array 
720 functions in write mode and viceversa. Each device array 
is not limited to an individual function. For example, if device 
array 710 functions in read mode and device array 720 func 
tions in write mode, then read-write devices 711 through 715 
read the data written by read-write devices 721 through 725. 
0054 Each read-write device within device arrays 710 and 
720 is not limited to the described embodiments. For 
example, one device array may include both the read function 
and the write function. Thus, some of the read-write devices 
in device array 710 can function in read mode while others 
function in write mode. Typically, however, a corresponding 
pair of read-write devices in device arrays 711 and 712 per 
forms opposite functions. A corresponding pair of read-write 
devices is the pair of devices that are directly connected to and 
aligned with each other. Each read-write device in a corre 
sponding pair resides in a separate device array. For example, 
read-write devices 711 and 721 form a corresponding pair and 
read-write devices 712 and 722 form a corresponding pair. 
Thus, typically, read-write devices 711 and 721 perform 
opposite functions. Thus, if read-write device 711 operates in 
read mode, then read-write device 721 operates in write 
mode. However, other embodiments existin which both read 
write devices in the corresponding pair function in the same 
mode. 

0055 Read-write devices 711 through 715 and 721 
through 725 create and read corresponding tracks 741 
through 745. Tracks 741 through 745 store data on the record 
ing media. Each corresponding pair of read-write device in 
device arrays 710 and 720 creates or read one track. For 
example, read-write devices 711 and 721 would create and 
read corresponding track 741. 
0056. The individual read-write devices in device arrays 
710 and 720 are not limited to the illustrated embodiment. For 
example, the individual devices can be a read only device or 
write only device as well. Additionally, the individual devices 
can be a combination of a number of read and/or write ele 
ments in a single read-write device. Furthermore, each device 
array may include more or less read-write devices. Moreover, 
the present invention can include a number of device arrays 
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and is not limited to two device arrays on a single magnetic 
recording head. A plurality of device arrays can be stacked 
onto Substrate 705. 
0057 FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram for an alternative 
embodimentofa bi-directional magnetic recording headbuilt 
on a common Substrate, in accordance with an illustrative 
embodiment of the present invention. Magnetic recording 
head 800 is similar to magnetic recording head 700 of FIG. 7, 
except the read and write elements for the read-write devices 
in one array are interchanged. Magnetic recording head 800 is 
taken from a tape bearing Surface perspective. 
0058 Magnetic recording head 800 includes substrate 805 
and device arrays 810 and 020. In the illustrative embodi 
ment, substrate 805 supports both device arrays 810 and 820. 
Device array 810 includes read-write devices 811 through 
815, and device array 820 includes read-write devices 821 
through 825. Read-write device 500 of FIG. 5 can be imple 
mented as read-write devices 811 through 815. Read-write 
device 600 of FIG. 6 can be implemented as read-write 
devices 821 through 825. 
0059. In the illustrative embodiment, device array 820 
connects to substrate 805. Device array 810 connects to and is 
supported upon device array 820. The aspects of the present 
invention provide that the same side of substrate 805 supports 
device arrays 810 and 820. In the illustrative embodiment, 
read-write devices 821 through 825 are positioned and 
aligned with respect to corresponding read-write devices 811 
through 815. Thus, for example, read-write device 821 is 
directly under and aligned with corresponding read-write 
device 811. In an alternative embodiment, read-write devices 
821 through 825 may be positioned offset from correspond 
ing read-write devices 811 through 815. Thus, for example, 
read-write device 821 may be positioned to the right or left of 
corresponding read-write device 811. In the illustrative 
embodiment, read-write devices 821 through 825 are aligned 
with read-write devices 811 through 815 using thin film pro 
cessing techniques. 
0060. In the perspective shown, a magnetically coated 
recording media (not shown) travels in comparative direction 
830. The recording media travels over substrate 805 and 
device arrays 810 and 820. In other embodiments, magneti 
cally coated recording media can travel in the opposite direc 
tion of comparative direction 830 or at other angles relative to 
the comparative direction 830. The comparative direction of 
travel depends on the functionality of device arrays 810 and 
820. 
0061 Magnetic recording head 800 is bi-directional, 
thereby allowing the recording media to travel in comparative 
direction 830 or opposite to comparative direction 830. 
Device arrays 810 and 820 can run either in read mode or 
write mode. Additionally, each device array is not limited to 
an individual function. Typically, however, a corresponding 
pair of read-write devices in device arrays 810 and 820 per 
forms opposite functions. 
0062 Read-write devices 811 through 815 and 821 
through 825 create and read corresponding tracks 841 
through 845. Tracks 841 through 845 store data on the record 
ing media. Each corresponding pair of read-write device in 
device arrays 810 and 820 creates or read one track. For 
example, read-write devices 811 and 821 would create and 
read corresponding track 841. 
0063. The individual read-write devices in device arrays 
810 and 820 are not limited to the illustrated embodiment. For 
example, the individual devices can be a read only device or 
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write only device as well. Additionally, the individual devices 
can be a combination of a number of read and/or write ele 
ments in a single read-write device. Furthermore, each device 
array may include more or less read-write devices. Moreover, 
the present invention can include a number of device arrays 
and is not limited to two device arrays on a single magnetic 
recording head. A plurality of device arrays can be stacked 
onto Substrate 805. 

0064 FIG. 9 illustrates a top-view arrangement of a bi 
directional magnetic recording head, in accordance with an 
illustrative embodiment of the present invention. Magnetic 
recording head 900 is similar magnetic recording head 700 of 
FIG. 7 and magnetic recording head 800 of FIG. 8, but illus 
trates a different perspective of the aspects of the present 
invention. 

0065. Magnetic recording head 900 includes read-write 
devices 911 through 915 and 921 through 925. Each read 
write device 911 through915 is aligned linearly and adjacent 
to another read-write device 911 through 915. Each read 
write device 921 through925 is aligned linearly and adjacent 
to another read-write device 921 through 925. Read-write 
devices 921 through925 are supported upon and aligned with 
corresponding read-write devices 911 through915. Thus, for 
example, read-write device 921 is supported upon and 
aligned with read-write device 911. 
0066 Recording media 930 travels in comparative direc 
tion 935 and over read-write devices 911 through915 and 921 
through 925. In the illustrative embodiment, tracks 941 
through 945 are data tracks created by and read by corre 
sponding pairs of read-write devices 911 through915 and 921 
through 925. Each corresponding pair of read-write devices 
creates or reads one track. Thus, for example, read-write 
devices 911 and 921 form a corresponding pair and create or 
read track 941. 

0067 FIG.10 is a schematic diagram illustrating the archi 
tecture of a bi-directional magnetic recording head, in accor 
dance with an illustrative embodiment of the present inven 
tion. Magnetic recording head 1000 is similar to recording 
700 of FIG. 7. In the illustrative embodiment, magnetic 
recording head 1000 illustrates a corresponding pair of read 
write devices. In other embodiments, magnetic recording 
head 1000 may include a number of corresponding pairs of 
read-write devices or a number of arrays of corresponding 
pairs of read-write devices. 
0068. Magnetic recording head -1000 includes read-write 
devices 1010 and 1020, substrate 1030, insulating spacer 
1050, and overcoat 1060. Read-write device 1020 connects to 
substrate 1030 through underlayer 1040. Read-write device 
1010 is connected to and supported upon read-write device 
1020. Read-write devices I010 and 1020 are supported by the 
same side of substrate 1030. Overcoat 1060 caps magnetic 
recording head 1000. 0063 Read-write device 1010 
includes bottom shield 1011, gap 1012, mmgnetoresistive 
sensor 1013, gap 1014, shared shield 1015, write gap 1016, 
and top pole 1017. Read-write devices 1020 have similar 
components as read-write device 1010. Read-write device 
1020 includes bottom shield 1021, gap 1022, magnetoresis 
tive sensor 1023, gap 1024, shared shield 1025, write gap 
1026, and top pole 1027. 
0069. Insulating spacer 1050 connects read-write device 
1010 to read-write device 1020. Specifically bottom shield 
1011 connects to one side of insulator spacer 1050, and top 
pole 1027 connects to the other side insulator spacer 1050. 
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0070. In processing, read-write device I010 aligns with 
and is supported upon read-write device 1020 using a thin 
film processing technique. Read-write device is built directly 
on read-write device 1020. Read-write device 1010 is not 
mechanically aligned with read-write device 1020 after each 
read-write device is individually built. To the contrary, each 
component within each read-rite device is deposited onto the 
previous component. Thus, for example, after read-write 
device 1020 is built and insulators pacer 1050 is deposited 
onto top pole 1027, bottom shield 1011 is then deposited onto 
insulating spacer 1050. The remaining components of -read 
write device 1010 are then deposit-d-onto the previous com 
ponent until read-write device 1010 is completely formed. 
The process of depositing individual components rather than 
a completed device allows for accurate alignment of each 
read-write device and the components within each read-write 
device. Additionally, the process of depositing individual 
components eliminates the need to mechanically realign each 
read-write device after the entire magnetic recording head is 
formed. 
0071 Magnetic recording head 1000 is not limited to the 
illustrative embodiment. For example, magnetic recording 
head 1000 may include a number of read-write devices sup 
ported upon substrate 1030. Additionally, read-write devices 
i010 and 1020 may be a number of devices aligned in a linear 
array. 
(0072. Additionally, devices 1010 and 1020 are not limited 
to the illustrated embodiment. For example, devices 1010 and 
1020 may be a read-only device or a write-only device. If, for 
example, device 1010 were a read-only device and device 
1020 were a write-only device, the aspects of the present 
invention provide a magnetic recording head architecture 
similar to magnetic recording head 1000. The architecture in 
this example would not result in the conventional read-write 
device. The aspects of the present invention provides an insu 
lating spacer, Such as insulating spacer 1050, to connect read 
device 1010 and write device 1020. On the other hand, in the 
conventional read-write device, read device 1010 and write 
device 1020 have a shared shield, such as shared shield 1025. 
0073. The aspects of the present invention also provide for 
an insulating spacer that includes an additional shield. The 
shield decreases the interference developed between read 
write devices 1010 and 1020. Thus, the shield minimizes the 
transmitted signals between the read and write elements of 
read-write devices 1010 and 1020. The transmitted signal can 
reduce the ability of the read channel from decoding the data 
written on the recording media. 
0074 The shield may be a magnetic or conductive shield 
made of several layers of different materials. A magnetic 
shield may include layers of permeable material. Such as iron 
alloy, nickel alloy, or any other combination of magnetically 
Soft material- Conductive shielding can include layers of 
conductive material. Such as copper, gold, or any combination 
of conductive materials. The shield may also be a combina 
tion of magnetic and conductive layers. 
(0075 FIG. 11 is a flowchart for the process of manufac 
turing a bi-directional magnetic recording head, in accor 
dance with an illustrative embodiment of the present inven 
tion. The magnetic recording head is similar to magnetic 
recording head 1000 of FIG. 10. 
0076. The manufacturing process begins with obtaining a 
ceramic Substrate with a polished insulating underlayer (step 
1100). The process then deposits the material for the mag 
netic shield onto the ceramic substrate (step 1105). The pro 
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cess then defines the bottom shield structure through the 
processes of photolithography and etching (step iii.0). The 
process then deposits the first insulating gap onto the bottom 
shield (step 1115) and deposits the material for the magne 
toresistive sensor onto the first insulating gap (step 1120). The 
process then defines the magnetoresistive sensor through the 
processes of photolithography and milling (step 1125). 
0077 Film processing techniques then add permanent 
magnets and conductors onto magnetoresistive sensor (step 
1130). The process then deposits the second insulating gap 
(step 1135). The process then deposits the materials for the 
magnetic shield and pole onto the second insulating gap to 
form the shared shield (step 1140). The process then defines 
the shared shield structure through the processes of photoli 
thography and etching (step 1145). The process then deposits 
the write gap (step 1150) and adds planars and coils through 
film processing techniques (step 1155). The process then 
deposits magnetic pole materials to form the top pole (step 
1160). The process then defines the top pole structure (step 
1165). 
0078. A determination is then made as to whether another 
device is to be added to the present device (step 1170). If 
another device is to be added (“yes” output step 1170), then 
the process deposits an insulating spacer (step 1175). The 
process then planarizes polishes smooth the insulating spacer 
to remove any lumps existing in the insulating spacer (step 
1180). The process then deposits shield material (step 1182). 
Next, the process deposits an insulating spacer (step 1184) 
and planarizes the insulating spacer (step 1186). The process 
then returns to step 1105 and repeats the process (steps 1105 
through 1165). If another layer is not to added (“no” output to 
step 1170), then the cover layer deposited (step 1190) and 
pads are added to the magnetic recording head (step 1195). 
The process terminates thereafter. 
0079 While embodiments of the invention have been 
illustrated and described, it is not intended that these embodi 
ments illustrate and describe all possible forms of the inven 
tion. Rather, the words used in the specification are words of 
description rather than limitation, and it is understood that 
Various changes may be made without departing from the 
spirit and scope of the invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A bi-directional magnetic recording head comprising: 
a substrate, comprising a single piece of material; 
a first linear array of read-write devices connected to the 

Substrate; and 
a second linear array of read-write devices connected to the 

first linear array of read-write devices, wherein the first 
linear array of read-write devices is aligned with the 
Second linear array of read-write devices, and wherein 
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the first and second linear arrays of read-write devices 
are supported by the same side of the substrate. 

2. The magnetic recording head of claim 1 wherein each 
device in the first linear array is adjacently aligned, and 
wherein each device in the second linear array is adjacently 
aligned. 

3. The magnetic recording head of claim 2, wherein the 
Second linear array is a plurality of linear arrays. 

4. The magnetic recording head of claim 1, further com 
pr1S1ng: 

an insulating spacer connecting the first read-write device 
to the second read-write device. 

5. The magnetic recording head of claim 4 wherein the 
insulating spacer further comprises: 

a magnetic shield within the insulating spacer. 
6. The magnetic recording head of claim 4 wherein the 

insulating spacer further comprises: 
a conductive shield within the insulating spacer. 
7. The magnetic recording head of claim 4 wherein the 

insulating spacer further comprises: 
a combined magnetic and conductive shield within the 

insulating spacer. 
8.The magnetic recording head of claim 1, wherein the first 

read-write device performs the opposite function of the sec 
ond read-write device. 

9. A method for manufacturing a bi-directional magnetic 
recording head, the method comprising: 

obtaining a substrate; 
forming a first linear array of read-write devices: 
connecting the first linear array of read-write devices to the 

Substrate; 
forming a second linear array of read-write devices; 
connecting the second linear array of read-write devices to 

the first linear array of read-write devices, wherein the 
first linear array of read-write devices and the second 
linear array of read-write devices are supported by the 
same side of the substrate; and 

aligning the second linear array of read-write devices with 
the first linear array of read-write devices. 

10. The method of claim 9, wherein each device in the first 
linear array is adjacently aligned, and wherein each device in 
the second linear array is adjacently aligned. 

11. The method of claim 10, wherein the second linear 
array is a plurality of linear arrays. 

12. The method of claim 9, further comprising: 
adding an insulating spacer to connect the first read-write 

device to the second read-write device. 
13. The method of claim 12 wherein the step of adding an 

insulating spacer further comprises: 
adding a shield within the insulating spacer. 
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